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The Voices 
of Patients 
and Caregivers

… are so important
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Measuring Up: 

How Well Are We Doing?
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Wait time for personal support services among 

adult complex home care patients varies
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Nearly two-third of patients who received palliative 

care had an unplanned emergency department visit
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Lower proportion of people living in the 

poorest neighbourhoods have prescription 

medication insurance
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“I know we’re blessed 

in many ways, that 

much of what we need 

is covered, but we’re 

hungry, and scared 

we’ll lose power, and 

we’re exhausted from 

all the  health issues 

all these years.”

– Mary, Brian’s partner

Brian, a stroke victim 

who needs multiple 

prescription medications
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Our Patient 

Engagement 

Program



Ontario’s Patient and Public 

Engagement Landscape

Patient-provider 

relationship:

• Choosing Wisely 

Canada

• Decision-aids, teach 

back, patient 

education, co-design 

of care plans 

Health Care 

Organizations:

• Advisory councils in 

hospitals, agencies 

and long-term care

• Public engagement 

in quality 

improvement

• New patient relations 

process

Health care 

system:
• LHIN Community 

Engagement and Patient, 

Family and Public Advisory 

Councils

• Ontario Citizens Council

• Health Links

• Patients Included 

Conferences

• Ministry of Health and Long-

Term Care’s Patient, Family 

and Public Advisors Council
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Ontario’s Patient Engagement Framework
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Use the Framework to:

• Learn about the principles, practices and 

opportunities to engage in every domain of care 

• Assess your organization or community’s 

engagement activity

• Plan in a purposeful, integrated way, informed 

by best practice
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Our Companion Guide
http://www.hqontario.ca/Portals/0/documents/pe/ontario-patient-engagement-framework-en.pdf
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Our Patients:
Guided by their voices, excellence always

Strategic Priorities

1. Ensure patients and their families are full partners 

in their care, and in the design, measurement, and 

improvement of care.

2. Embrace the relentless pursuit of safety –

everywhere.

3. Optimize transitions through the care system with 

and for patients, residents, and families.
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